Programs and Materials for STEM Education

**Playtime is Science: An Equity-Based Parent/Child Activity Program**

Playtime is Science, a hands-on science curriculum for children in grades K-2 is unique in its focus on physical science, strong parent involvement, and accessibility for children with a wide range of disabilities. This standards-based program was designated a Promising Gender Equity Program by the U.S. Department of Education. Playtime is Science was pilot and field-tested in New York City schools, and expanded nationally with support from the National Science Foundation.

**After-School Math PLUS (ASM+)**

ASM+ was developed as a collaboration between EEC, after-school centers, and local science museums to increase skills and interest in everyday math. Youth engage in fun, hands-on, real-world math activities and learn how to build exhibits based on their work at a local science museum. An implementation guide and four themes: Jump Rope Math, Built Environment, ArtMath, and MusicMath are included in the ASM+ kit. Each activity contains role models, family and literacy connections, and modifications that make it accessible for students with a broad range of physical, sensory, cognitive, and social/emotional disabilities.

**Afterschool Inclusive Math (AIM)**

AIM builds on EEC’s After-School Math PLUS program. In this partnership between inclusive after-school programs and science/technology museums, youth with and without disabilities worked together on inquiry-based math activities and displayed their work at a culminating event for families. A set of guidelines, “Fostering Inclusion Through Afterschool Math,” provides a checklist for an exemplary after-school inclusive math program, and includes lessons learned and management tips. These unique guidelines are downloadable at [www.edequity.org](http://www.edequity.org).

**Great Science for Girls (GSG)**

GSG worked with ten intermediary sites to build the capacity of afterschool centers to deliver programming that broaden and sustain girls’ interest and persistence in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics. GSG provided professional development, on-site consulting services, on-line support systems, and a handbook of best practices. For up-to-date information and resources designed for after-school centers, visit [www.greatscienceforgirls.org](http://www.greatscienceforgirls.org).

**After-School Science PLUS (AS+)**

AS+ is an inquiry-based activity program for youth between the ages of 6-14. Ten core activities include diverse role models, career education materials to expand students’ views about who does science, literacy connection ideas, family outreach materials in English and Spanish, and resources. The activities use culturally familiar, readily available materials to convey the idea of science as being part of the students’ everyday life. An implementation guide geared to the needs of after-school centers provides staff development tools, resources, and parent/family outreach materials.

EEC develops programs and materials that promote bias-free learning in school and after-school settings. We provide professional development, consulting services, and community partnerships. Our goal is to eliminate inequities based on gender, race/ethnicity, disability, and level of family income.
FHI 360 – in partnership with IMPAQ International and the New York Academy of Sciences – is leading a capacity-building project for the National Science Foundation to support the groundwork necessary to advance research and practice on girls’ math identity. The project is guided by a diverse planning committee comprised of researchers and practitioners who are thought leaders in the fields of gender identity, STEM identity, math identity, youth development, and teaching and learning. Expanding the research base to explore how we can develop a strong math identity in girls is at the heart of this work. STEM and math identity are two important elements within the larger context of academic identity and achievement.

**What is Math Identity?**
Mathematics identity refers to a person’s beliefs, attitudes, emotions, and dispositions about mathematics and their resulting motivation and approach to learning and using mathematics knowledge (Martin, 2000). It involves the ways students think about themselves in relation to mathematics and the extent to which they have developed a commitment to, are engaged in, and see value in mathematics (Cobb, Gresalfi, & Hodge, 2009). It is through social processes and shared experiences that individuals develop identity and gain a sense of self and meaning (Lave & Wenger, 1991; Boaler & Greeno, 2000). Students learn to engage in practices through communities and develop a sense of self in relation to the practices and communities in which they learn.

**What is a NIC?**
A Networked Improvement Community (NIC) is an intentionally formed network of educational professionals and practitioners working with researchers to address a practical problem of high importance. The network accelerates the development, testing, and refining of interventions, and then spreads those interventions into a variety of contexts (e.g., in school experiences, informal/out of school experiences, practitioner professional development). The Girls’ Math Identity NIC aims to improve middle school girls’ math identity as a way to broaden participation in STEM. We are working together to identify what we know and still need to know about how to develop a positive and productive math identity, and how to disseminate that knowledge in the field in order to further research and improve practice.
FURTHERING
Girls’ Math Identity
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FHI 360 and the New York Academy of Sciences are leading a capacity-building project for the National Science Foundation that will **advance research and practice on developing a strong math identity in girls**.

The project is guided by a diverse planning committee of researchers and practitioners who are thought leaders in gender identity, STEM (science, technology, engineering and math) identity, math identity, youth development, and teaching and learning. STEM and math identity are two important elements within the larger context of academic identity and achievement.
What is Math Identity?

The belief that you can do math

The belief that you belong

• ...a person’s beliefs, attitudes, emotions, and dispositions about mathematics and their resulting motivation and approach to learning and using mathematics knowledge... (Martin, 2000)

• ...ways students think about themselves in relation to mathematics and the extent to which they have developed a commitment to, are engaged in, and see value in mathematics... (Cobb, Gresalfi, & Hodge, 2009)

• ...through social processes and shared experiences that individuals develop identity and gain a sense of self and meaning... (Lave & Wenger, 1991; Boaler & Greeno, 2000)
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History of the NIC & Online Community

- A convening brought together a select group of researchers and practitioners in a dynamic working group to define common research goals and priorities.
- Streamed live online and virtual participants were able to contribute to plenary sessions and small group discussions.
- View the recordings on our website!

Members of the online community:

- Connect & collaborate with like-minded experts
- Share and receive information
- Ask questions of colleagues
- Receive emails of posts to the group
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A Networked Improvement Community (NIC) is an intentionally formed network of educational professionals and practitioners working with researchers to address a practical problem of high importance.

- It accelerates the development, testing, and refining of interventions.
- It spreads those interventions into a variety of contexts (e.g., in school experiences, informal/out of school experiences, practitioner professional development).
- It follows the PDSA Cycle – Plan, Do, Study, Act.

We aim to improve middle school girls’ math identity as a way to broaden participation in STEM.
AIM

Drivers

Actions

Educators’ awareness and implementation of practices, attitudes and beliefs that can support positive math identity in girls

Parents and other trusted adults in a girl’s life who have positive views and expectations of girls’ abilities in math

A growth mindset or a positive/productive mindset supporting positive math identity in girls.

Database of best practices

Professional development

Positive messaging/campaign

Repository of mentors/role models

Educator/researcher communication & collaboration
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How can you help?

- Join the NIC’s online community!
- Use research-based strategies to support math
- Infuse math in all STEM learning
- Integrate equity, inclusion, literacy, and career connections
- Provide opportunities for girls to take leadership roles
Pursue researcher-practitioner collaborations more actively

Advance the research agenda on improving girls’ identity put forth during the June 2015 convening

Address the root drivers of middle school girls’ poor math identity through research/practitioner collaborations

Work on interventions, not theoretical constructs

Develop action plans for pursuing a collaboration, e.g., implement a “plan, do, study, act” cycle

Seek funding
Disrupting Racism: Giving Black Girls a Chance to say “I am a Mathematician”

The Importance of Teaching Young Women to Take on Challenges in Math and Science


Girls’ Math Identity: Increasing Participation by Changing Definitions

Developing Girls’ Mathematics Identity through Teacher Education

We invite you to share your own. Check out our website!
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Collaboration between science centers/museums and afterschool centers
Integrates equity, inclusion, literacy, and career connections
Supports development of math identity
Fosters family involvement
Students are more engaged and out-perform peers on standardized tests

Role of science organization:
Teach youth how they communicate STEM
Host culminating event(s)
Engage and connect youth to high quality resources
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Current research project:

• In collaboration with South Carolina Afterschool Alliance and IMPAQ International

• NSF Advancing Informal STEM Learning (AISL)

• Investigate how a **math curriculum develops students’ math identity** and increases math engagement and interest

• Investigate whether increasing identity, engagement, and interest leads to greater math skill development and academic achievement

**ASM+ helps students:**

• improve math skills
• have positive experiences with math
• find math in everyday experiences
• understand importance of math for future education and careers
• have an inclusive view of who does math
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